Romanesque Painting in Catalonia - The Artists at Taüll and their
influences
Introduction
The Vall de Boi, in the North-west corner of Catalonia, is an outstanding site for the
medieval heritage of Catalonia on account of the number and the remarkable quality
of the Romanesque churches to be found there. The valley and its churches were
accorded the status of a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2000. A special place
amongst these churches is given to two churches in the village of Taüll. On the
Eastern edge of the village stands the church of Sant Climent de Taüll; in the centre of
the village is the church of Santa Maria de Taüll.

Sant Climent de Taüll from the East
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Santa Maria de Taüll from the North-east

Sant Climent de Taüll
The church of Sant Climent de Taüll has the plan of a basilica, with side aisles
divided from the central nave by cylindrical columns. The three aisles end in rounded
choirs. The aisles are timber vaulted. At the South-east corner is the remarkable six
story high bell tower that is built in Lombard style. The church was consecrated on 10
December 1123 by the bishop of Barbastre, which is in Aragon to the South-west of
the Vall de Boi. The wall paintings from the church were re-discovered in 1920 and
most were removed in 1922 to the MNAC, Barcelona. The murals were in the central
choir and in the North side chapel. Modern copies have replaced those that were
removed from the central choir. Some small fragments of the original murals remain
in situ.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Interior showing central choir & South aisle
The murals from the central choir are amongst the most significant murals found in
Catalonia. The focus is on Christ in Majesty, who is surrounded by the symbols of the
Tetramorph, an image that fills the cul de four roof vault. The lower register of
paintings shows apostles and the Virgin. All are in the context of the vision of the
apocalypse as recorded in the Book of Revelations.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Murals from the central choir, now in the MNAC, Barcelona
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The figure of Christ is contained within a simple mandorla that is decorated with
small white pearls and a lozenge motif. Christ is seated and stares out at the viewer.
The initial impression is of a commanding and mature man. The artist has given
Christ brown, wavy hair, a drooping moustache and a beard; the eyebrows have been
extended across his upper forehead; the eyes are outlined in a pale brown that is
strong enough to give the eyes realistic form; the pupil is black; the nose, particularly
the nostrils, is clearly defined; on the checks and on the forehead just above the bridge
of the nose are three pale blobs of colour, a feature of many Catalan paintings of faces
from this period; he wears a dark blue cloak over a paler undergarment that is
decorated with small red dots. The blue cloak has elaborately embroidered hems and
edges. Both garments have multiple folds that show a strong sense of movement. The
background is also a dark blue. Christ’s right hand is raised in blessing, whilst in the
left he holds the book of life, inscribed ‘EGO SVM LVX MVNDI’. The artist has
allowed the figure of Christ to break out of the confines of the mandorla; his halo,
right hand and bare feet all extend beyond the border.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – The Pantocrator, now MNAC
Each side of the mandorla are the symbols of the Tetramorph; those of Saint Luke, a
winged bull with two eyes on its rump, and Saint Mark, a savage looking lion with
five extra eyes along its body, are contained within a coloured medallion that is held
by an angel. These medallions are joined across the lower part of the mandorla by an
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elaborate band that gives the impression that the medallions are wheels of a chariot in
which Christ is seated. The symbols have been labelled by the artist. The symbols of
the other two evangelists are held by richly robed angels who stand above a seraph.

Sant Climent de Taüll – Symbols of Saint John and Saint Luke
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Symbols of Saint Matthew and Saint Mark
Running back from the top of the mandorla, the area of the keystone has been
decorated with the ‘Seven-eyed Lamb’ of the apocalypse and with the hand of God
that is within a multi coloured medallion. In its original position in the church, that
hand was blessing Abel; a small faint fragment of that part of the painting remains in
situ.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Paintings on the keystone of the roof, now MNAC
The register below the Pantocrator is a line of apostles and Mary; only four images of
the apostles survive: Saints Thomas, Bartholomew, John and James, with Mary, who
holds a chalice or plate, that may be intended to be the Holy Grail (the plate used by
Christ at the Last Supper), in the centre; this image of Mary holding a chalice also
occurs on murals at Sant Pere del Burgal and at least seven other churches in
Pyrenean Catalonia. In this one Mary’s hand is hidden by her robe; it has also been
proposed that the artist has painted her lips so that they are stitched together or sealed,
holding the smoking or fiery chalice. The suggestion that the lips were sealed is
improbable; it more likely that it was the way that the artist drew lips; the image of St
John is formed with similar vertical lines; similar indentations to lips are to be seen on
a fragment from the church of Santa Eulàlia d’Unha that shows an apostle. Saint John
holds a book, perhaps to remind the viewer that the paintings are based on the vision
of the apocalypse. All the male figures have been painted in a style and with the
features that were used for Christ: wavy brown hair, clearly defined eyes, eye-brows
and noses, cheek spots, beards and rich looking robes that appear to ripple in a strong
breeze. The portrait of Mary is of a somewhat austere looking woman with a heavy
white veil covering her hair and framing her face and long, thin neck. Her right hand
is raised and shows the exaggeratedly long fingers that are so often a feature in
Catalan Romanesque paintings. The chalice or plate has steam or sparkles of light
rising from it. The exact symbolism of the chalice is uncertain. One proposal is that it
represents the Holy Grail, (the cup used by Christ at the Last Supper); that it is hot to
hold is implied by the fact that her hand is protected by the sleeve of her robe. An
alternative suggested symbolism is that it represents the real presence of the body and
blood of Christ in the Eucharist; this would have been pertinent as it showed the
adhesion of the church to the ideals of Rome in the on going dispute between Pope
Gregory VII and Berengar of Tours. But this proposal does not explain why the
chalice should seem to be on fire and that Mary is protecting her hand from the heat.
On the other hand, each of the apostles has the hand that is holding a book is also
covered by a sleeve; the covering of a hand that holds an object that is not hot is to be
seen in several other churches in Catalonia, for example Sant Pere de la Seu d’Urgell
and the chapel at Orcau Castle; the use of the cloth covering the hand may be to
indicate that the item held, whether a chalice or document, was holy. (The murals
from both of these are in the MNAC, Barcelona). Each figure is framed by a column
with a carved capital and a shallow arch. Above each is the name of the person. The
background to this register is formed by broad bands of strong colours: red, blue and
green, a form of decoration that was used extensively in the illustrations for several of
the versions of the ‘Beatus de Liébana’, the Commentary on the Apocalypse.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Apostles and Mary, now MNAC

Beatus Gerona Folio 156v
On the North side of the triumphal arch is a small panel showing Lazarus at the gates
of the rich Man; the gates are on the left edge. A dog is licking the sores on Lazarus’s
leg. The artist has provided the same level of human detail to this portrait as he did to
those of the apostles. Still in situ is the faint image of the wealthy man’s banquet.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Lazarus at the Rich Man’s gate, now MNAC
Next to this picture of Lazarus is another small panel that shows a man seated against
a background of broad bands of gold and white within a frame of blue and red. The
man is supporting his head with his left hand as if he is in great distress. The features
of his hair, head and face are clear, though somewhat faded. He wears a cloak of rich
brown cloth that has a neckline of embroidered gold thread. His skirt is also
elaborately embroidered around the waist line and the knees. The artist intended the
viewer to see a rich man in some distress. A very similar image was in the church of
Sant Andreu de Baltarga and which is displayed in the museum at La Seu d’Urgell; a
second image was at Santa Maria de Ginestarre, and is now in the MNAC. The panel
from Sant Andreu de Baltarga has a short inscription ‘RAIM’. It has been proposed
that this refers to Ephraim.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Panel with seated man, now MNAC.

Sant Andreu de Baltarga (left) & Santa Maria de Ginestarre (right) – Panels with
seated men
On a pillar on the South side of the nave there was a painted panel with a record of the
consecration of the altar of the church by Ramon, who was the abbot Roda d’Isábena
and Bishop of Barbastre. The date of the event is given as ‘Day 4 of Ides December
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1123’ (10 December 1123). It is from this panel painted using similar colours and
pigments as those used for the paintings in the central choir that the paintings are
dated to around 1123. It has been suggested that Ramon was possibly responsible for
recommending an artist who had already created murals at Roda.

Sant Climent de Taüll – Inscribed date on nave column, now MNAC
On the pillar that divides the North chapel from the central choir two fragments of
painted figures remain in situ. One is identified as Sant Climent, the saint to whom the
church is dedicated.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – Saint Climent in situ
The frescos from the North side chapel that are also now in the MNAC, Barcelona,
were in a more fragmentary state than those on the central choir. They had
deteriorated as the result of the ingress of damp into the walls. They are more crudely
painted and were probably done a little after 1140. The artist, who is sometimes
described as ‘The Master of the Last Judgement’, was also responsible for painting
parts of the murals in the nearby church of Santa Maria de Taüll.
The paintings show five angels. Each has a halo, but of a different colour; they are
clothed in robes of blue and yellow with embroidered hems and waist bands, but these
lack the sense of movement seen in the robes in the central choir; the wings to their
sides are painted in a rudimentary form and seem to have no structure. Facial features
are created in a very basic form with little attention to detail; the shape of the faces is
unusual, having a rather narrow form ending in a pointed chin. The background is
provided by narrow bands of colour; however, the strength and depth to those colour
bands is markedly less when they are compared with those in the central choir.
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Sant Climent de Taüll – North chapel murals, now MNAC
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Sant Climent de Taüll – North chapel, two angels, now MNAC

Santa Maria de Taüll
The church of Santa Maria de Taüll was consecrated by Bishop Ramon a day later
than Sant Climent, namely on 11 December 1123. The wall paintings in the choir date
from around that date. The wall paintings that have been preserved are in the MNAC,
Barcelona, and are more extensive than those at Sant Climent; they cover walls and
vault of the choir, the South wall of the nave and the columns that divide the aisles.
Two talented artists were employed to carry out this decoration. The more skilled
was responsible for the paintings in the choir, whilst the work of decorating the nave
and the columns was done by the artist who was responsible for the decoration of the
North side chapel at Sant Climent, an artist whose work has been identified as being
less mature and skilled than that done by the Master of Sant Climent in the central
choir. This assistant is sometimes referred to as ‘The Master of the Last Judgement’.
The artist responsible for the choir at Santa Maria, sometimes referred to as ‘The
Master of Santa Maria’, was influenced by the master of Sant Climent to the point that
he even used many of the same colours.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the interior, now MNAC, Barcelona
The main theme that is illustrated in the choir at Santa Maria is of the Epiphany. In
the central position sits Mary with Christ on her knee. To the sides are the three Magi
presenting their gifts. On the lower register are the apostles, the images of only three
are preserved. This format closely resembles that seen on the choir vaults of two other
Catalan churches: Santa Maria d’Aneu and Santa Maria de Cap d’Aran (the frescos
are now in the Cloisters Museum, New York); however at Santa Maria de Taüll the
artist has omitted the archangels that are to be seen standing to the sides of the Magi
in the other two churches.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir, now MNAC, Barcelona
The central figures of Mary and her child are seated facing squarely outwards. Neither
seems aware of the other, a format that was normal in the 12 century representations
of Mary with her child. Mary is seated on a cushion on an elaborate golden throne
with decoration that is intended to look like jewels similar to the enthroned Sainte Foy
at Conques abbey, in the Aveyron. She gazes directly at the viewer as if seeking to
hold his gaze. The features of her face are marked in a style that resembles that of the
Master of Sant Climent: the eyes, lips and nose are clearly delineated; the cheeks have
small round marks of colour. She is robed in red and blue with richly decorated
embroidered bands and they hang in multiple realistically rendered folds. The
background is an unusual grass-green.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir, detail
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Reliquery of Sainte Foy at Conques, Aveyron
The veil covering the head of Mary has small pleats around the rim, a feature not seen
at Sant Climent. However, it is found on the head of Mary on murals from other
nearby churches such as Santa Eulàlia d’Estaon, Sant Pere de Sorpe, Santa Maria de
Ginestarre and Santa Romà de les Bons, Andorra; there are other examples. Similarly,
Mary is shown with puckered lips and a double chin or a very clear crease around the
top of the neck in the same examples.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Detail of the head of Mary
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Santa Eulàlia d’Estaon ( top left), Sant Pere de Sorpe (top right), Santa Maria de
Ginestarre (lower left) and Santa Romà de les Bons, Andorra (lower right) – Details
of the head of Mary
To the sides of the mandorla stand the Magi, who are advancing to present their gifts
to Christ. Each is named. They are clad in luxurious robes with embroidered cloaks
that the artist intended to look fit for a king. All three wear their crowns.

Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir, the Magi
On the central register are the apostles; from the left: St Peter, St Paul and St John. All
sumptuously robed but they are bare-footed; with one hand they point to their
writings, in the form of a book held in the left hand. Each stands within arches formed
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by columns that are topped by a semi-circular capital decorated with foliage. For a
background the artist has followed the precedent set by the Master of Sant Climent
and he has used broad bands of strong colour.

Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir, apostles Peter, Paul & John
On the lowest register there is a line of mythical and real animals that are set within
medallions that are supported by a plant motif. Below this frieze the remains of a
representation of a curtain can still be seen. Indeed, the artist clearly indicated that the
panel was intended to represent a valuable textile that had been placed in a site of
great prestige, namely the site where mass was consecrated. He provided a richly
patterned upper hem to which he added folds to suggest that it was hanging.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir, animal frieze & ‘curtain’
Above the top of the mandorla on the keystone of the smaller triumphal arch stands
the Lamb of God within a medallion of coloured bands. That multi coloured
medallion rests on a larger medallion of coloured bands; it has two stars indicating
that it represents Heaven. To the right of the Lamb is Abel, holding a dark blue cloth
that contains his sacrifice to God in Heaven above. No doubt there was at one time a
similar panel to the left of the Lamb that illustrated Cain.

Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir, Lamb of God
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir, Abel
On the South side of the roof vault there is a panel with the symbols of two of the
evangelists as angels: Saint Matthew and Saint John; they have animal heads and
human bodies. Each points to a book held in the other hand, a book that contained
their gospel or writings. In between them stand a seraph and a cherub.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the choir vault, symbols of evangelists

The walls of the nave of Santa Maria were once covered by wall paintings; those on
the North wall have not survived. Those that have been preserved are narrative scenes
illustrating episodes from the Old and New Testaments.
One of the scenes shows the three magi seated before Herod. Each figure is framed by
an arch supported by a column and capital; the arch above Herod is wider than the
others to give emphasis to his status. Remarkably, the artist uses the same figures of
the magi to complete the scene of the Epiphany: Mary and her child are shown seated
some distance away to their right; the central magus is gesturing in her direction. The
figures are portrayed in a stereotyped, stiff and lifeless manner. The artist has
provided all the essential facial details including the coloured dots on the cheeks and
the forehead but in a repetitive form. The background of the scene is of narrow bands
of colour.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the nave, Herod, the Magi & Mary with Christ
The scene of the Last Judgement is divided by a small archway. To the left is the
archangel Michael with the scales; to the right are the naked sinners about to undergo
the tortures of Hell as they stand in the flames. The artist has identified Michael with
an inscription. The wings of the archangel closely resemble the structure-less wings
on the angels seen in the North side chapel of Sant Climent. The background of the
scene is of narrow bands of colour.

Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the nave, Last Judgement & Hell
The scene of David decapitating the dead Goliath lacks all sense of vibrancy and
vitality that should have been attributed to the young fearless David. There is no sense
of movement as he approaches the fallen warrior; the position of Goliath is
remarkably awkward; the proportions of his body and head are gauche. The faces
have a rudimentary form. The artist of these narrative scenes lacks the talent of the
artist who decorated the choir. His inability to convey a sense of movement or of life,
the lack of vitality in his colour schemes all show him to be less gifted and able.
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the nave, David & Goliath
The well established tradition of providing the appearance of a luxurious tapestry
hanging from the wall below a band of ribbon decoration has been added below the
bands of narrative scenes.

Santa Maria de Taüll – Murals in the nave, detail of decoration
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The columns of the nave were decorated; two have images, one of the patron of the
nearby church, Saint Clement and the other is of archangel Michael. Both have the
names inscribed. These are images of quality: the features of the heads and faces have
been rendered with finesse; their robes have been given lavish decoration in the form
of ringlets of pearls with, at their centre, a coloured stone. The accompanying bands
of coloured decoration around the column are strong and varied. These are the works
of the ‘Master of Santa Maria’ and not his less accomplished assistant.

Santa Maria de Taüll – Painting on a nave column, Saint Clement
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Santa Maria de Taüll – Archangel Michael

Outside influences
Many of the artists who created the wall paintings in the churches of Catalonia are
thought to have been influenced, in part, by works or other artists of Byzantine origin.
This does not appear to have been the case at Taüll. Whilst the assistant at Sant
Climent may have been a local artist with limited experience, the Master seems to
have drawn on the styles that were to be found on the North side of the Pyrenees, in
what is now southern France. Very few examples of wall paintings from the 12th
century that may have once existed have survived. But sculpture also would have
provided satisfactory models. It is therefore from France, and especially around
Toulouse, that the styles and characteristics used by the Master of Sant Climent may
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come: the billowing robes with their multiple folds and embroidered hems; the
animation of the figures and their dramatic expressions. Examples are to be seen on
the Miegeville door at St Sernin cathedral and on the capitals and statues from La
Daurade that are now in the Musée des Augustins. That such styles should be found
South of the Pyrenees is of no surprise; there was a long established tradition of
pastoral movement over the passes; from the early 11th century these movements
would have been augmented by the increasing numbers of pilgrims and their hangerson making their was towards Santiago de Compostella.
It has already been mentioned that the consecration of both churches at Taüll was
conducted by the Bishop of Roda d’Isábena, Ramon, in December 1123. In the choir
of the North crypt of that cathedral are 12th century wall paintings that illustrate the
Pantocrator and Tetramorph, the baptism of Christ by St John the Baptist and the
Weighing of Souls by St Michael. Running below the narrative scenes is a long frieze
of charming little rustic figures. Some art historians have proposed that the Master of
Sant Climent de Taüll was Aragonese and that he was the artist responsible for the
paintings at Roda.

Roda d’Isábena – Wall paintings in the crypt
The central seated figure of Christ in Majesty has been painted in a firm hand with
bold outline strokes and strong colours. The face exudes a strong dominating
personality. Features are very clearly defined, but the hair on his head and beard are
rendered in an entirely different manner to that employed at Sant Climent de Taüll.
There are no coloured marks on the cheeks and forehead. The colours, whilst striking,
lack the range seen at Sant Climent. For example, there is none of the very dark blue
or the clear white that is found at Taüll. Instead, the predominant colours are dark
green, chestnut brown and dull yellow. The robes lack the feeling of movement and
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richness that is conveyed at Taüll by the pleats and folds and the fine embroidered
hems of the robes instead there is a rustic heaviness to the look of the robes.

Roda d’Isábena – Wall paintings in the crypt, Pantocrator
The other two narrative scenes show the same firm hand, the clear outlines and strong
colours. The artist has introduced a blue, but it is not the strong blue seen at Taüll.
The figures are rigid and lifeless in appearance; there is no sense of movement. In
particular the body of the figure of Christ is extremely simplistic and naïf, though his
head has been painted with character.
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Roda d’Isábena – Wall paintings in the crypt, the Baptism of Christ & the Weighing
of Souls

Roda d’Isábena – Wall paintings in the crypt, the frieze on the South wall

Santa Eulàlia d’Unha
The style of the murals at Roda has been linked to that on the surviving fragments of
murals at Santa Eulàlia d’Unha, a small hermitage in the Vall d’Aran. However, the
fragments are too small for more than a general remark.
The larger part of the surviving mural in the choir shows the head of an apostle. It has
been painted with a lot of care; the face has clearly marked features for which the
artist has used clear black lines. The lips are drawn with indentations. The brown hair
and beard has enhanced detail with the use of more dark lines. The cheeks and
forehead have a large blob of colour. His robe has a lavish embroidered edge. These
characteristics are not evident at Roda, but they are present at Santa Maria de Taüll.
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Santa Eulàlia d’Unha – Fragment of mural in the choir

Sant Miquel d’Engolasters, Andorra

The murals from the choir of Sant Miquel d’Engolasters are now located in the
MNAC, Barcelona. Sant Miquel d’Engolasters is a small church in Andorra a little to
the North of Andorra la Vella. We have no date for when the murals were executed,
but it is widely agreed that the artist here was responsible for painting a fragment that
has survived from the nearby church of Santa Romà de les Bons for which the date of
consecration was 1164.
The murals show the Pantocrator with, to the sides, the symbols of the evangelists.
Above the head of Christ is the Lamb of God set in a small medallion. To the sides
around the Triumphal arch are saints. Below the Pantocrator is a line of five apostles.
This arrangement resembles that seen at Sant Climent de Taüll. The detailed painting
of the figures and their features is significantly different from that at Taüll.
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Sant Miquel d’Engolasters – Murals from the choir, now MNAC Barcelona
The main focus of the observer is to the figure of Christ who is seated in the centre of
the cul de four vault in the choir. The artist has painted a young, virile looking Christ,
who is a marked contrast to the mature, solemn Christ at Sant Climent de Taüll. Christ
is magnificently robed in red and blue; the hems and borders have lavish embroidery
in gold thread. The head of Christ has dark, wavy locks that resemble those of Saint
John at Saint Climent de Taüll; the features of his face, though clearly outlined, have
a less refined finish to them; his hands and feet are firmly drawn but lack any sense
that they are part of a living being. He is seated on a ‘token’ throne that consists of
only an embroidered band; his foot-stool is similar. A mandorla of chestnut, red, gold
and blue surrounds Christ, though his halo and feet have been allowed to protrude
beyond that mandorla.
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Sant Miquel d’Engolasters – Detail of Pantocrator
To the sides of the mandorla are two small angels, each holding a small medallion
with the symbols of Saints Mark and Luke. The symbol of Saint John is on the right
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above the angel; it resembles the similar portrayal of Saint John’s symbol at Santa
Maria de Taüll. On the left side the artist has, somewhat unusually, not included the
symbol of Saint Matthew, but has replaced it with the archangel Michael, the patron
of the church. He is shown holding a banner that is also a spear that the archangel is
using to pierce the dragon that is at his feet. There is a similar image of Saint Michael
on a mural that was once at Santa Maria de Cap d’Aran; it is now in the Cloister
Museum, New York.

Sant Miquel d’Engolasters – Detail of the murals in the choir
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Santa Maria de Cap d’Aran – Murals from the choir now in the Met. Museum, NY.
Below the choir vault is a line of six apostles; three are fragmentary only. The four on
the left are separated from the other two by a window. All hold in their right hand a
scroll. To the left of that window is Saint Peter with his signature keys. Unusually he
is depicted with a bald patch, a feature usually reserved for Saint Paul. The figure on
the extreme right of the line, Saint Andrew, and the apostle to the left of him, which is
probably Saint Paul, have both been given a very crude hair style. This same coarse
rendering of hair was used by the artist at Sant Serni de Baiasca, for Saint John.
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Sant Miquel d’Engolasters – Detail of the murals in the choir; the apostles

Sant Serni de Baiasca – Saint John

Santa Romà de les Bons, Andorra
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The small chapel of Santa Romà de les Bons stands on a small knoll a little North of
Encamp in Andorra. It was consecrated on 23 January 1164 and therefore some 40
years after Sant Climent de Taüll. The choir was once covered with wall paintings
part of which are now displayed in the MNAC, Barcelona.

Santa Romà de les Bons from the South-east
In the MNAC, Barcelona a long panel from the choir is displayed. It shows, from the
left, part of an archangel, Mary who holds a chalice, and beyond the window, Saint
Paul and Saint James. All the figures are dressed in flowing robes predominately of
red and blue. All have stockings on their feet, unlike the apostles at Taüll; all are
named.
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Santa Romà de les Bons – Wall paintings from the choir, now MNAC, Barcelona
The faces are clearly outlined with a dark pigment. The three blobs of colour on the
faces are similar to those used at Taüll. The ears are similar to those at Sant Climent
de Taüll. The veil around the head of Mary is unlike any veil we have seen but the
luxuriant hair style of Saint Peter has similarities with some of the hair styles in the
choir at Sant Climent de Taüll. Mary holds a chalice in her left hand which is covered
by her robe. It has been suggested that this is because the chalice is too hot; thus the
chalice may be intended to represent the Holy Grail, a symbol seen in the murals at
Sant Climent. More likely, this scene is a representation of the sacrifice of Christ and
the chalice holds the blood of Christ of the Eucharist, as is stated still. There are some
reflections of the iconography here that was seen at Sant Climent de Taüll. It is also
apparent that the artist at Santa Romà de les Bons was also responsible for the murals
at nearby Sant Miquel d’Engolasters.

Santa Romà de les Bons – Wall paintings from the choir, detail of Mary and Saint
Peter
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Santa Coloma, Andorra.
The artist who carried out the painting of the murals at Sant Miquel d’Engolasters and
Santa Romà de les Bons is considered to be the artist who painted the murals at Santa
Coloma and who is known as the ‘Maître de Santa Coloma’. The small church near
the Southern exit from Andorra into Catalonia was built in the 11th century. The
frescos in the choir were removed in the 20th century and were, for a long time, in
Berlin; they are now in a small museum in Andorra la Vella.

Santa Coloma from the South
The frescos from the choir once covered the four walls and extended to the roof vault.
These have been preserved in a small museum in Andorra de la Vella. In the church
over the entrance to the choir there is another small fragment of what was probably a
mural covering most or all of that wall.
The murals in the choir comprise a line of apostles along the South side; at the East
end are the figures of two more apostles, Santa Coloma and Mary. Over the small
central window is the Dove of the Holy Spirit. The North wall has Christ in a
mandorla that is set between the four symbols of the evangelists. Only fragments of
the paintings from the West wall survive; they are of Saints Gregory and Sylvester,
and these are now in a private collection.
The four figures on the East wall are framed by columns that have capitals and
sculptured bases. All the figures are robed, have halos of different colours and have
stockings on their feet. Unlike the other two churches in Andorra, the figures are not
named.
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Santa Coloma – Murals from East wall of the choir
The figure of Mary closely resembles the figure of Mary in Santa Romà de les Bons
in the way she is standing holding in her left hand a chalice whilst signalling with the
other hand that she is listening. The left hand is covered by her robe which, it has
been suggested, is because the chalice is too hot; thus the chalice may be intended to
represent the Holy Grail, a symbol seen in the murals at Sant Climent. More likely
this is to symbolise the blood of Christ. Other figures holding books and scrolls also
have the hand covered by their sleeve; so heat is not the reason for wrapping the hand.
Mary stares out at the viewer with a rather startled expression. The facial details are
also similar, but the rendering of her veil has been done more simply. The
outstretched hand has the creases across the palm.
To the right of the window is Saint Peter, who holds some wire-like keys. He has
wide staring eyes and extraordinarily large ears. The other facial features have been
created with strong, but rather characterless dark lines. He looks very static and
unmoving. To his left is Saint Paul, whilst to Mary’s right stands Santa Coloma. She
also holds a chalice and the artist has painted flames rising from it.
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Santa Coloma – Murals from East wall of the choir, Mary & Saint Peter
The Pantocrator on the North wall shows Christ seated on a throne. He holds a book
in the left hand whilst the right hand is raised in blessing. Christ has a very gaunt face
that narrows strangely towards the chin; he is robed in red and blue but has bare feet.
The features of his face have been painted with greater detail than is usually seen: for
example; below the clearly marked features of the eyes the artist has carefully shaded
the shadows below them. But his hair has been painted with less care: a dark mop
with a couple of short strands coming forward. The robes have a gold border but there
is no sign of any detailed embroidery. However the material covering the throne has
been given some patterning as if to suggest that it was a luxurious fabric. The
mandorla is a series of coloured bands at least one of which has been embellished
with coloured ovals that suggest that they are precious stones.
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Santa Coloma – Murals from the choir, the Pantocrator on the North wall
Each side of the mandorla are two of the symbols of the evangelists. These have been
painted with several colours: chestnut, gold, red, green and blue. The artist has used a
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more exciting palate than is to be found in most other wall paintings of the period.
Each of the symbols is named.

Santa Coloma – Murals from the choir, detail of the symbols of the evangelists
On the South wall are images of six apostles, of whom two are in a fragmentary state
only. As with the symbols of the evangelists, the artist has used a wide range of
colours. All the figures wear a halo and face out towards the viewer. In the left hand
they hold a book or scroll, whilst the right hand is raised as if to attract the attention of
the viewer. The left hand is wrapped in the sleeve of their robes, a characteristic found
in other murals of the period in Catalonia. Despite their luxurious looking robes which
hang in folds and pleats, there is little sense of movement in any of them. Each is
framed within an arch that falls onto columns that have a capital. Below the line of
apostles is an attractive frieze with Signs of the Zodiac, birds and animals. Each is set
within a small medallion.
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Santa Coloma – Murals from the choir, detail of apostles from the South wall
Over the entrance to the choir and still in situ is part of a larger mural. The surviving
fragment shows a rather muscular Lamb of God against a dark green background and
within a medallion of several colours: red, black with a line of white pearls, gold,
black again and an inner band of chestnut edged with white. The artist has given the
lamb a halo with a pearl border. The medallion is supported by two angels; we see
only their hands and the top of a long thin cross.
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Santa Coloma – Mural at entrance to the choir (in situ)
There are some reflections of the iconography here that was seen at Sant Climent de
Taüll. However, he drew extensively on models from other sources and, in particular
from murals in churches of the ‘Circle of Pedret’. It is also apparent that the artist at
Santa Coloma was responsible for the murals at nearby Sant Miquel d’Engolasters
and Santa Romà de les Bons.

Santa Cruz de Maderuelo, Castile
(Note: Photography is not permitted at the Prado; pictures are from the internet)

The town of Maderuelo lies almost midway between Madrid and Burgos, to the
North. The Riaza River has been dammed in that area, cutting off a small 11th century
hermitage from the town on the South side. The chapel became a ruin and was later
used as a dwelling. Only in the 1920s was the chapel recognised as being an historic
monument of great significance on account of the almost complete cycle of medieval
wall paintings. In 1947 the surviving paintings were removed to the Prado Museum,
Madrid.
Several authors have identified a connection between the murals in Santa Maria de
Taüll and those from Santa Cruz de Maderuelo. Some go on to suggest that the artist
worked first in Catalonia before being commissioned to work in Castile. The date for
the murals at Taüll is generally agreed to be around the date of the consecration, 1123.
However, the murals at Santa Cruz have been assigned a date of around 1125.
Furthermore, it has been proposed influences from a ‘master’, who worked at San
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Baudelio de Berlanga and who was active in Castile, led to the styles seen at Santa
Cruz.

Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals, now in Prado museum, Madrid
The iconography at Santa Cruz de Maderuelo is complicated. At the East end the
focal point is the Lamb of God, which is set against a dark blue background and
within a red and white medallion. The medallion is in the centre of a large jewelled
Greek cross. Each side a kneeling figure dressed in colourful robes presents a sacrifice
that is to be received by a winged angel who is supporting the medallion. Abel is to
the left; he holds a lamb; from a fragment of an arc above his head a hand descends,
the hand of God accepting his sacrifice. On the right side is Cain, who holds a handful
of wheat. To signify the rejection of his offering the artist has inserted a barrier in the
form of a corrugated arc. Both figures are set against broad bands of colour: navy
blue, black, yellow and brown. The golden robe of Abel is decorated with cintamani,
the triple dot motif that has been used sparingly to decorate the robes in the paintings
at Santa Cruz; there are two more examples only. But it is a motif that was used
widely across Catalonia in Romanesque paintings in murals and on altar fronts.
Below this scene on the left, Mary Magdalene is washing with her long hair the feet
of Christ, supervised by an angel. To the right is part of the scene of the Epiphany.
Mary is, as is usual for the period, facing forwards but there is no sign of her throne
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and, from the position of her feet, it is unclear whether she is seated or standing. The
image of Christ on her knee has not survived. To the right is one magus, who is
carrying a small bowl that contains his gift. Facial details are clear; the artist has given
Mary coloured dots on her cheeks. Her left hand has remarkably long fingers and
thumb, a characteristic of many illustrations of the period. The robes of both Mary
and the magus have an appearance of being made of high quality material; the artist
has given them folds that should have added an impression of movement, but those of
Mary, in particular, show her as being stiff and lifeless. The figures are framed by
arches of different sizes that are supported by columns with semi-circular capitals;
this form of capital was to be used again at Santa Maria de Taüll.

Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals, now in Prado museum, Madrid
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Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals, detail
The chamber has a barrel vault that is dominated by the figure of Christ in Glory. He
is shown within a mandorla of coloured bands: faded yellow, white and red. Christ is
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seated on a cushion on a throne and he is in resplendent robes of blue, orange and red.
In his left hand he holds a bible or gospel that has alpha and omega inscribed on it;
with his right hand he gives a blessing. The mandorla is supported by four angels.

Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals on the roof vault
On the West wall is a scene that shows both the Creation of Adam and the Temptation
in the Garden of Eden. The Creation is on the left, with God clad in rich robes
supporting Adam as he seems to welcome him; Adam is identified by the inscription
‘ATM’; above him is a tree that the artist may have intended to be a Cherry Tree.
To the right is the scene of the Temptation of Eve: around a substantial tree a snake is
curled. Adam and Eve are named: ‘ATM AT EV(A))’. Adam, chin on hand, is gazing
across at the snake and Eve. All the figures except that of God in the two scenes are
naked. The bodies and limbs and certain areas of flesh are carefully outlined in black.
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This technique was to be used in a similar fashion on the murals from Sant Martí
Sescorts and from Sant Sadurni d’Osormort that are now in the Vic museum.

Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals on West wall

Sant Martí Sescorts - Adam & Eve hide their nakedness, two details (left) and Sant
Sadurni d’Osormort – Detail of Adam (right)
The walls to the sides are decorated with three registers, of which the lowest is a
painted curtain. The middle register shows the apostles and the top register shows the
symbols of the evangelists with Mary, archangels and seraphim.
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The apostles are all shown in coloured robes, with a halo, and holding a book or a
scroll. The line of apostles on the north wall is complete, with Saint Paul and Saint
Peter at the right end.

Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals, detail of six apostles
Saint Paul is shown as bald and with a rather straggly beard; Saint Peter is white
haired. The apostles are framed by a column that is topped by a semi-circular capital;
on these capitals there is a strange conical structure. To the right of Saint Peter a much
larger building is represented. From a window below the gable end a small head peers
out. Along the top of the register the artist has added a line of orange brick work.

Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals, detail of apostles Paul & Peter
The upper register shows the symbols of the evangelists with Mary, archangels and
seraphim. The symbol of Saint John closely resembles that in the choir vault at Santa
Maria de Taüll. It shows the lion’s head on a human body that is clothed in shining
robes. The figure is presenting his gospel to the archangel Gabriel. The blue robe and
the brown left sleeve of the archangel have the cintamani motif.
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Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals, detail of St John & seraph
On the North wall at the left side is a painting of the Annunciation. It shows Mary
with her hands raised in the gesture of speech. Her blue robe has cintamani down the
front. The angel, to the right is clad in gold and blue and she holds a red book. Further
right is a six-winged seraph who holds two censers. All these figures are very stiff and
lifeless in appearance. This and the other scenes are painted against a background of
broad bands of colour.
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Santa Cruz de Maderuelo – Murals, the Annunciation

Other churches
Art historians have identified other churches in which the wall paintings showed
characteristics that were common to the murals in one (or more) of the churches that
have been discussed so far in this article. A brief mention of them will be made here.
The most significant is San Baudelio de Beralanga, near Soria in Castile. The murals
from this church are now widely scattered: some small elements are still in Spain, in
particular, in the Prado museum, Madrid. Most of the other paintings are in museums
in America. Whilst the iconography is unlike that at Santa Cruz de Maderuelo, the
style and colour palette is very similar; the paintings in both churches share minor
composition details. An example is to be seen in the painting of Christ’s entry to
Jerusalem on Palm Sunday; in it, on the right side is a small conical building with
surrounding brick work. This closely resembles the building in the scene of Saint
Peter and Saint Paul at Santa Cruz de Maderuelo.
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San Baudelio de Beralanga – Mural of Christ’s entry to Jerusalem, now in
Indianapolis (picture from the internet)
Also in Soria Province is the hermitage of San Miguel de Gormaz. Inside are fine wall
paintings that cover the roof vault of the choir and the side walls of the nave. The
choir is dominated by the image of Christ in Glory on the ceiling vault with the Wise
Men of the Apocalypse on the walls, below which is a ‘curtain’. The North wall of the
nave has several scenes from the Nativity. The South wall has scenes of the Epiphany,
the Last Judgement

San Miguel de Gormaz – Murals on the roof vault of the choir
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An unusual scene is that of ‘Jerusalem Celeste’ in which three figures with halos are
shown holding robes the bodies of those who have entered in Heaven. These are
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Between two of the figures is a tree that has been
illustrated in the same manner as that in the scenes of the Creation and the Garden of
Eden at Santa Cruz de Maderuelo. The third figure is to the left of the window.

San Miguel de Gormaz – Detail of murals on the South wall of the nave
On the North wall of the nave there is an apostle who is dressed in black. He is
standing within an arcade that has decorated semi-circular capitals, a feature that was
employed at Santa Cruz de Maderuelo and at Santa Maria de Taüll.
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San Miguel de Gormaz – Apostle below arcade
Another church with murals is that at San Martin de Elines, in Cantabria. Only small
elements remain and these have recently been restored. They include two heads. The
fragments are not enough to do more than make a superficial judgement: both heads
have facial characteristics that are shared by the paintings at Santa Cruz de
Maderuelo, in particular the ears of the apostle with the golden halo. A fragment of a
semi circular capital is by the shoulder of the other apostle; this form of capital was
illustrated at Santa Cruz de Maderuelo, San Miguel de Gormaz and at Santa Maria de
Taüll. Both figures hold a book in one hand; the hands are wrapped in the sleeve of
their robes; this is a characteristic that is seen in other churches in Catalonia, such as
chapel at Orcau Castle and Sant Pere de la Seu d’Urgell.
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San Martin de Elines – Fragments of wall paintings of two apostles
St Pierre d’Ourjout

St Pierre d’Ourjout from the East
One of the most interesting churches in the context of the origins of the artists who
worked at Taüll is on the North side of the Pyrenees in a small valley South of the
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town of St Girons. It is the church of St Pierre d’Ourjout, at Les-Bordes-sur-Lez. It is
a small church built in the late 11th or early 12th century with a short single nave that
was later extended. The choir is rounded and has two ugly windows that were inserted
in the 19th century as part of a restoration after an earthquake. At that time the cul de
four vault of the choir was damaged and was restored. A large wooden altar front was
constructed that screened off the walls of the choir. It was in 2012 that the altar front
was being restored, a process that led to the discovery of fine murals behind. The
surviving murals are now in three parts divided by the two dreadful windows that
were inserted in the 19th century. Additionally, a small fragment of mural has been
exposed on the South wall of the nave. Work to remove the remaining plaster to
expose the rest of that fragment has still to take place. There are no surviving early
records for the church but the murals have been dated to the first decade of the 12th
century.

St Pierre d’Ourjout – Choir
The murals in the choir show five apostles, four in the centre with a small 12th century
window in the middle and one more to the left the 19th century window. There of the
four central apostles have inscriptions naming them: Ss Peter, Andrew and James; the
inscription of the one to the left of Saint Peter is missing. The four are set within
arches formed by columns with decorated capitals at the top; the bases of the columns
have an inverted capital with a foliage motif. The background is formed by broad
bands of colour: blue, red, white, yellow and blue at the bottom. All wear a golden
halo that is edged with small pearls and they are dressed in rich robes of several
colours and with many folds. Saint Peter wears a more elaborately embroidered
chasuble that is decorated with precious stones in keeping with his enhanced status.
All have bare feet that point straight forward. The artist has painted them all in a stiff,
statue-like posture with no sense of movement as they stare out at the viewer.
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St Pierre d’Ourjout – Four apostles & central window
The artist has given them rather flat heads with a low forehead and rather unkempt
looking hair. The features of the face are clearly outlined in red-ochre or black and
each has dots of colour on the forehead and cheeks. The eyes are outlined in a dark
brown; the pupils of the eyes are half hidden by the upper eye lid. The mouth is
formed by a wide ‘ʍ’ that gives the face a very solemn appearance; all wear a thin
moustache and beard. Saint Peter holds the Keys of Heaven, Saint Andrew a small
Greek cross on the end of a short staff and the un-named apostle holds a scroll in his
left hand that is draped in the sleeve of his robe; this signifies that the scroll is sacred.
This is Saint Paul, the guardian of the faith.
Similar rows of formal looking apostles standing in a row in are to be seen in murals
from several Catalan churches; however, in only two are the figures standing within
niches formed by columns and capitals that support a small arch. These are the
churches of Saint Climent de Taüll and Santa Maria de Taüll. There are some stylistic
similarities between the paintings at Ourjout and Santa Maria de Taüll that are not
evident a Sant Climent de Taüll. These include the use of colour and the range of
colours used, the rendering of the hair, the forms of the robes and the form of the
architectural structure of the niches including the foliage motifs on the capitals at the
top and the base of the columns. It is also noticeable that the feet of the apostles at
Saint Pierre point straight forward, whereas those at Santa Maria are set at an angle.
Running across the upper edge of the panel is band of undulating coloured ribbon,
known as the ‘Greek Key Ribbon’. Around the 12th century window is a ribbon in
another format. Such ribbon decoration was common on murals of the period in
Catalonia; examples are to be seen from Sant Pere de Burgal, Sant Quirze de Pedret,
Sant Miquel d’Engolasters and Santa Maria de Taüll amongst others.
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St Pierre d’Ourjout – Saint Andrew & Saint James

Santa Maria de Taüll – Detail of frescoes in choir (now in MNAC, Barcelona)
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Saint Climent de Taüll - Detail of frescoes in choir (now in MNAC, Barcelona)
The portrait of Saint Bartholomew is similar to the other four. His hair is more
luxurious than that of the other four; he is bearded; and is pointing with an outsized
index finger, a gesture that is almost identical to one seen being given by the apostles
in the mural from Santa Maria de Taüll. The attribute in his left hand is missing.
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St Pierre d’Ourjout - St Bartholomew
Below the line of the apostles are parts of a line of Signs of the Zodiac. The symbols
are set within a wreath of leaves; each has an inscription. Below that line of symbols
the artist has repeated the decoration with a ‘Greek Key Ribbon’. There is a
remarkable similarity in the format used for these Signs of the Zodiac at Ourjout and
those at Santa Maria de Taüll. At Santa Maria the symbols do not have an identifying
inscription; the decoration of the wreath is a little more elaborate and refined.
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St Pierre d’Ourjout – Signs of the Zodiac (above & left) & Santa Maria de Taüll –
Signs of the Zodiac (lower right)
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Along the lower edge of the choir murals the artist has added decorative arches. In
several Catalan churches the artist has created this decoration in the form of a rich
fabric curtain. However that does not seem to have been the case at Ourjout. But the
artist did add small half rosettes, which is another feature to be found at Santa Maria
de Taüll.

St Pierre d’Ourjout – Lower edge of choir mural (left) & Santa Maria de Taüll Lower edge of choir mural (right)
The East window of the church has survived, though it has been closed by bricks.
There is a large fissure running down it, damage from the earthquake. The artist has
decorated it with two bands of ‘Key Ribbon and, on the inside a pattern made up of a
double row of white on grey half rosettes.

St Pierre d’Ourjout – East window
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During the restoration and enlargement of the church in the 17th century a side chapel
was added on the South side of the nave. This resulted in the loss or severe damage to
any decoration on the South wall of the nave. That wall was then covered by a thick
layer of plaster. Some preliminary work to remove that plaster has revealed a
fragment of a scene of the Crucifixion, with the head of Christ and, to the upper right,
the symbol of the moon. The Crucifixion is a subject that was used by several Catalan
workshops at this period. Examples are at Sant Pere de Sorpe and Santa Eulàlia de
Estaon. Unfortunately, in neither of these two examples has the head of Christ
survived. But in both examples the taut, gaunt figure of Christ on the Cross resembles
the image at Saint Pierre. Below the outstretched right arm of Christ is an inscription
reading Longius. The examples of the Crucifixion at Sant Pere de Sorpe and Santa
Eulàlia de Estaon have similar inscriptions of identification. To the right of the head
of Christ is the symbol of the moon on the head of a sad looking woman; in the arc of
the moon is the inscription Luna. To the East of La Seu d’Urgell in the Pyrenees, the
small church of Sant Andreu de Baltarga had murals that are now in the museum at La
Seu d’Urgell. These murals included fragments of a crucifixion scene with the symbol
of the moon represented by a distressed female with a small moon across the top of
her veiled head.

St Pierre d’Ourjout – Fragment of Crucifixion on South wall of the nave
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Sant Andreu de Baltarga – Fragment of mural of Crucifixion, now at La Seu d’Urgell
The scene of the Crucifixion was part of a larger scene showing the Passion of Christ.
On the West end of this South bay another fragment of mural has been partially
exposed. On the right end Judas is embracing Christ with a kiss. There is a thin rope
already around the neck of Christ. To the left are those who have come to arrest
Christ. Along the top of the fragment is part of an inscription which refers to a 6th
century Latin text that mentions that at the death of Judas he had no tomb.

St Pierre d’Ourjout – Fragment of the Passion of Christ, the betrayal by Judas

At St Pierre d’Ourjout there are features in the painting of not only the figures of the
apostles but also in several aspects of the surrounding decoration which resemble
similar features in the murals from Santa Maria de Taüll. This leads to the conclusion
that the artistic workshop at Saint Pierre had close cultural and stylistic links with the
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workshop at Santa Maria de Taüll. The date that is generally agreed for the paintings
at Saint Pierre is in the bracket of 1100 to 1105. The consecration of Santa Maria was
1123. In the consideration of murals at Santa Maria being by artists of the same
tradition as those at Saint Pierre, one might speculate that the murals on the choir
vault that was destroyed in the earthquake might have been an image of Mary and the
Christ child similar to the one that was at Santa Maria de Taüll.

Conclusions
From the evidence that has been described in this article some conclusions are
possible:
Three artists were present at Taüll. Two were working at much the same time, one at
Sant Climent de Taüll and the other on the main choir at Santa Maria de Taüll; the
third was responsible for the murals in the North chapel at Sant Climent de Taüll and
the murals in the nave at Santa Maria de Taüll; this third artist was working a little
after the other two, whose works are dated to 1123.
The artist working in the choir at Santa Maria de Taüll was influenced by that
working at Sant Climent.
There are significant similarities between the murals at St Pierre d’Ourjout and Santa
Maria de Taüll to conclude that the artists were of the same cultural and artistic
tradition.
Whilst there is some affinity between the works of the artist at Roda d’Isábena and
Sant Climent de Taüll there is no clear evidence to confirm the direction of travel of
influences between the two churches.
There are many shared characteristics in the motifs and styles used for the murals at
Santa Cruz de Maderuelo, San Baudelio de Beralanga and San Miguel de Gormaz.
Furthermore, some of these characteristics are also to be seen in the paintings at Santa
Maria de Taüll. There is no conclusive evidence that the artist at Taüll was influenced
by these artists at these churches or whether he was the source of the shared
influences at the three churches.
The presence of the images of the seated man in distress at Sant Andreu de Baltarga
and Santa Maria de Ginestarre that are similar to the one at Sant Climent confirms the
sharing of iconography between the various schools or workshops active in Pyrenean
Catalonia.
Two other churches, Santa Eulàlia d’Unha and San Martin de Elines have fragments
that show some common features that are found in the paintings at Santa Maria de
Taüll, Santa Cruz de Maderuelo, San Baudelio de Beralanga and San Miguel de
Gormaz but the fragments are too small to form any firm conclusion.
The murals from the three churches in Andorra, Sant Miquel d’Engolasters, Santa
Romà de les Bons and Santa Coloma all show some characteristics in common with
the churches at Taüll; but it is also evident that the artist, the Master of Santa Coloma,
drew on other models from elsewhere in Catalonia, particularly the ‘Circle of Pedret’.
Three of the churches, Sant Climent de Taüll, Santa Coloma and Santa Romà de les
Bons, share the unusual scene of Mary holding the fiery chalice or Holy Grail, a scene
that is found in a small number of other churches in the mountain valleys of
Catalonia.
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